
Latin America beats global decline as 32.2 

million smartphones ship in Q2 2022 

Shanghai (China), Bengaluru (India), Singapore, Reading (UK) and Portland (US) – Thursday, 1 

September 2022 

 

Latin American smartphone shipments fell 2.5% year on year in Q2 2022, coming in at 32.2 

million units. This follows a 2.5% drop in the last quarter, making the first two consecutive 

declines in the Latin American region since the beginning of the pandemic in Q1 and Q2 2020. 

But Latin America’s Q2 figure beats the overall global year-on-year decline (-9%), though 

there are growing concerns about specific markets, such as the Peru and Chile, which suffered 

double-digit falls during the quarter.  

 

“The second quarter deepened the trend of polarization, with both the sub-US$100 and 

US$500-plus price bands strengthening,” said Canalys Senior Analyst Damian Leyva-Cortes. 

“This trend is mainly benefiting Apple, as its entire portfolio is priced over US$500. Apple 

coupled the successful launch of the iPhone 13 series with a conservative pricing approach, 

which, in a hyperinflationary environment, brought good results in the form of double-digit 

year-on-year shipment growth of 16%. Lenovo and Samsung also benefited from this trend to 

elevate the value of their shipments, though shipment numbers were hurt by exposure to other 

price bands, with both companies seeing falls below the overall market decline.” 
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Source: Canalys estimates (sell-in), Smartphone Analysis, July 2022
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Leyva-Cortes added, “Xiaomi’s growth in Brazil and Argentina this quarter helped it to maintain 

momentum in the region and close the gap on the second largest vendor, Lenovo. Both Lenovo 

and Samsung are oversupplying as much as they can to stop Xiaomi from establishing itself in 

Argentina and Brazil, while they all (including Xiaomi) are oversupplying in Mexico and 

Colombia to protect their shares in these key markets from growing competition.”  

“At the lower end, competition has intensified due to an increasing number of incoming 

vendors, especially in Mexico and Colombia,” said Leyva-Cortes. “Shipments in the US$100-to-

US$500 price band still represent more than 70% of all shipments in the Latin American region, 

and in some markets, such as Chile and Colombia, are still growing. As an example, vivo is 

taking share from more established vendors, particularly in Chile and Colombia, growing at 80% 

and 110% respectively. Another example is HONOR. After the launch of its more accessible X 

series, and supported by substantial marketing budgets, it has grown its share, reaching 4% in 

Peru, 3% in Colombia and 2.6% in Mexico in Q2 2022. While Latin American markets are hit by 

inflation, there are still many unmet demands. So, in the meantime, smartphone vendors must 

focus on end users and their different wants and needs. As, for now, channels, and especially 

operators, are treating all smartphone vendors and their products the same.” 

 

Latin American smartphone shipments, market share and annual growth 

Canalys Smartphone Market Pulse: Q2 2022 

Vendor  Q2 2022 

shipments 

(million)  

Q2 2022  

market share  

Q2 2021  

shipments 

(million)  

Q2 2021  

market 

share  

Annual  

growth  

Samsung  11.6  36%  12.5  38%  -7%  

Lenovo  6.9  22%  7.4  23%  -6%  

Xiaomi  5.3  17%  5.2  16%  2%  

Apple  1.5  5%  1.3  4%  16%  

Transsion  1.3  4%  0.3  1%  393%  

Others   5.6  16%  6.3  18%  -14%  

Total   32.2  100%  33.0  100%  -2.5%  

   



Note: percentages may not add up to 100% due to rounding 

Source: Canalys Smartphone Analysis (sell-in shipments), July 2022  

 

 

“It is expected that economic headwinds will affect shipments in the short term, meaning the 

overall Latin American region will see 0.8% growth in 2022 and 2.5% growth in 2023. This 

means that Latin America would be the world’s only region to grow in 2022, though it would 

also be the slowest region to recover in 2023. But, when looking at a country level, the picture 

varies greatly from market to market.” 

 

Latin American smartphone shipment forecast and annual growth 

Canalys Smartphone Market Pulse:  

Market  2023 shipments 

(million)  

2023 year-on- 

year growth  

2022 shipments  

(million)  

2022 year-on- 

year growth  

Argentina  9.4  0.6%  9.3  0.3%  

Brazil  37.5  1.2%  37.0  -3.1%  

Chile  8.5  1.8%  8.3  -8.0%  

Colombia  14.5  10.0%  13.1  1.8%  

Mexico  33.6  2.3%  32.9  2.1%  

Peru  8.0  2.5%  7.8  -17.5%  

LATAM   134.0  2.5%  130.0  0.8%  

   

Note: percentages may not add up to 100% due to rounding 

Source: Canalys Smartphone Analysis (sell-in shipment forecast), August 2022  

  

For more information, please contact:  

Damian Leyva-Cortes: damian_leyva-cortes@canalys.com +57 323 795 5181  

About Smartphone Analysis 

mailto:damian_leyva-cortes@canalys.com


Canalys’ worldwide Smartphone Analysis service provides a comprehensive country-level view 

of shipment estimates far in advance of our competitors. We provide quarterly market share 

data, timely historical data tracking, detailed analysis of storage, processors, memory, cameras 

and many other specs. We combine detailed worldwide statistics for all categories with Canalys’ 

unique data on shipments via tier-one and tier-two channels. The service also provides a unique 

view of end-user types. At the same time, we deliver regular analysis to give insights into the 

data, including the assumptions behind our forecast outlooks. 

About Canalys 

Canalys is an independent analyst company that strives to guide clients on the future of the 

technology industry and to think beyond the business models of the past. We deliver smart 

market insights to IT, channel and service provider professionals around the world. We stake 

our reputation on the quality of our data, our innovative use of technology and our high level of 

customer service. 

Receiving updates 

To receive media alerts directly, or for more information about our events, services or custom 

research and consulting capabilities, please contact us or email press@canalys.com. 
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